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Let G be a polycyclic group. We prove that if the nilpotent length of each finite
quotient of G is bounded by a fixed integer n, then the nilpotent length of G is at
most n. The case n s 1 is a well-known result of Hirsch. As a consequence, we
obtain that if the nilpotent length of each 2-generator subgroup is at most n, then
the nilpotent length of G is at most n. A more precise result in the case n s 2
permits us to prove that if each 3-generator subgroup is abelian-by-nilpotent, then
G is abelian-by-nilpotent. Furthermore, we show that the nilpotent length of G
equals the nilpotent length of the quotient of G by its Frattini subgroup. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
We say that a group G is n-step nilpotent if it has a subnormal series
 41 s G eG e ??? eG s G0 1 n
of length n with each quotient nilpotent. In fact, substituting the core of
 .G in G for G , we can assume that G is a normal series. Thei i i is0, 1, . . . , n
least integer n such that G is n-step nilpotent is the nilpotent length of G.
First, we shall prove in this paper the following
THEOREM 1. Let G be a polycyclic group. If there exists a positi¨ e integer
n such that each finite quotient of G is n-step nilpotent, then G is n-step
nilpotent.
w xFor n s 1, this result is due to K. A. Hirsch 3, 5.4.18 . Later it was
improved in the following stronger form: if each finite quotient of a finitely
w xgenerated soluble group G is nilpotent, then G is nilpotent 3, 15.5.3 . On
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the other hand, thanks to an example due to the referee, we shall see that
Theorem 1 above is false for n s 2 with ``polycyclic'' replaced by ``finitely
generated soluble.''
Theorem 1 permits us to transfer properties of finite groups to polycyclic
w xgroups. For instance, it follows from 2, 4 that a finite group is n-step
nilpotent if all its 2-generator subgroups are n-step nilpotent. Therefore,
as a consequence of the theorem, we obtain:
COROLLARY. If there exists a positi¨ e integer n such that e¨ery 2-generator
subgroup of a polycyclic group G is n-step nilpotent, then G is n-step nilpotent.
 .Let F G denote the Frattini subgroup of a group G. It is well known
 .  .that if G is polycyclic and if GrF G is abelian or even nilpotent , then
  . .G is nilpotent see Lemma 4 i below . We extend this result in this way:
THEOREM 2. The nilpotent length of a polycyclic group G equals the
 .nilpotent length of GrF G .
For each integer c g N, denote by N the variety of nilpotent groups ofc
nilpotency class at most c and put N s D N . So N is the class of` cG 0 c `
 4nilpotent groups. Let c , . . . , c be elements of N j ` . As usual N ??? N1 n c c1 n
is the class of groups G with a subnormal series
 41 s G eG e ??? eG s G0 1 n
such that G rG g N for k s 1, . . . , n.k ky1 ck
Now consider a polycyclic group G whose each finite quotient belongs
to the class N ??? N . Does G belong to N ??? N ? By Theorem 1 above,c c c c1 n 1 n
the answer to this question is positive if c s ??? s c s `. Since poly-1 n
cyclic groups are residually finite, the answer also is positive if c , . . . , c g1 n
N, because in this case, N ??? N is a variety. Probably the answerc c1 n
remains positive in the general case, but we are unable to prove it. On the
other hand, we can conclude for n s 2:
 4THEOREM 3. Let c , c be elements of N j ` . If each finite quotient of1 2
a polycyclic group G belongs to N N , then G belongs to N N .c c c c1 2 1 2
w xIn 1 , it has been proved that if each 3-generator subgroup of a finite
group G is abelian-by-nilpotent, then G is abelian-by-nilpotent. This
result, together with Theorem 3, implies:
COROLLARY. If each 3-generator subgroup of the polycyclic group G is
abelian-by-nilpotent, then G is abelian-by-nilpotent.
w xAn example given in 1 shows that the result above is false if ``3-genera-
tor'' is replaced by ``2-generator.''
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 .Let F G denote the Hirsch]Plotkin radical of a group G. Recall that
  ..the upper locally nilpotent series F G of G is the increasing se-k k G 0
 .  4  .  .quence of normal subgroups defined by F G s 1 and F G rF G s0 kq1 k
  ..F GrF G for k G 0. If H is a normal subgroup of G, a simplek
 .  .induction on k shows that F H s H l F G . Clearly, if G is polycyclic,k k
  ..the factors of the series F G are nilpotent; moreover, in this case, itk k G 0
 .is easy to prove that G is k-step nilpotent if and only if F G s G.k
LEMMA 1. Let H be a normal subgroup of a polycyclic group G. If H is
 .k-step nilpotent k ) 0 , then:
 .  .i H : F G ;k
 .  .  .ii HF G rF G is nilpotent.ky1 ky1
 .Proof. i The result follows from equalities
H s F H s H l F G . .  .k k
 .  .  .  .ii The groups HF G rF G and HrH l F G are isomor-ky1 ky1 ky1
phic; but
HrH l F G s F H rF H .  .  .ky1 k ky1
 .  .and so HF G rF G is nilpotent.ky1 ky1
In the following, the ith term of the lower central series of a group G is
 .denoted by g G .i
LEMMA 2. If G is a polycyclic group, there exist integers c and e such that
 .  .g G rg G has finite exponent e for each integer i G c.i iq1
 .Proof. Let h G be the Hirsch length of G. It is easy to see that if a
 .  .  .  .central factor g G rg G is finite of exponent e , then g G rg Gi iq1 i i9 i9q1
is finite for each i9 G i and its exponent divides e . It follows thati
 .  .  .g G rg G is finite for each integer i G h G ; since the sequence ofi iq1
exponents decreases, e is constant for all sufficiently large i, as required.i
w xLEMMA 3. Let f be a nonzero polynomial in Z T . For each prime p,
 .  . a f  p.y1 denote by a p the greatest integer such that f Z _ pZ : p Z clearly,f
 . .a p ) 0 . Then, if P is a nonempty finite set of primes, there exists anf
infinite set of primes Q such that, for all p g P, q g Q, we ha¨e
f q k 0 mod pa f  p. . .  .
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 4  4Proof. Put P s p , . . . , p . For each i g 1, . . . , m , by definition of1 m
 .  . a p , there exists an element x g Z _ p Z such that f x k 0 modf i i i i
a f  pi..p . By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists an integer xi
 a f  pi..such that x ' x mod p for i s 1, . . . , m. Choose for Q the set ofi i
primes in the sequence
x q pa f  p1. ??? pa f  pm.k . .1 m kG0
Since x and pa f  p1. ??? pa f  pm . are coprime, a classical theorem of Dirich-1 m
let asserts that Q is infinite. Moreover, for all p g P, q g Q, we havei
f q ' f x k 0 mod pa f  pi. .  .  .i i
and this completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is by induction on the Hirsch length
 .  .h G of G. If h G s 0, then G is finite and the result is trivial. Now
 .consider a group G such that h G ) 0 and suppose the result is true for
 .each group with a Hirsch length - h G . We may say that G contains a
r w xnon-trivial torsion-free abelian normal subgroup A , Z 3, 5.4.15 . For
 .each integer k ) 0, define the subgroup F Ae F eG by F rA sk k k
 .  .  .F GrA . Since h GrA - h G , we have F s G by the inductionk n
hypothesis.
Now we define inductively a finite sequence of normal subgroups of G
G dG d ??? dG with G : F for k s 1, 2, . . . , n . .n ny1 1 k k
Put G s G and suppose that G is defined for an integer k gn kq1
 41, 2, . . . , n y 1 , with G : F . Since F rF is nilpotent, therekq1 kq1 kq1 k
 .exists an integer c such that g G : F ; besides, taking c sufficientlyk c kq1 k kk
large, we may assume that each quotient
g G rg G i G c .  .  .i kq1 iq1 kq1 k
has finite fixed exponent e by Lemma 2. Let P be the set of primesk k
< <dividing e and let P be its cardinality. If P is nonempty, put b sk k k k
  . 4  .max a p ; p g P , where a p is defined in Lemma 3, withf k f
f s T r  ry1.r2 T r y 1 T ry1 y 1 ??? T y 1 .  .  .
 .  .recall that r is the rank of A . If P is empty that is, e s 1 , we putk k
b s 1. Then G is defined byk k
< <G s g G , with d s c q b y 1 P . .  .k d kq1 k k k kk
 .Note that G : F , because g G : F .k k c kq1 kk
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Now, consider a prime q g Q, where Q is given by Lemma 3, for
f s T r  ry1.r2 T r y 1 T ry1 y 1 ??? T y 1 .  .  .
 .and P s D P Q is the set of all primes if P is empty . Weis1, . . . , ny1 i
q q  .prove by induction that A G rA is k-step nilpotent k s n, n y 1, . . . , 1 .k
 q.  . q q qSince h GrA - h G , by the induction hypothesis, GrA s A G rA isn
q q  .n-step nilpotent. Suppose that A G rA is k q 1 -step nilpotent for ankq1
 .integer k 1 F k F n y 1 . Define the subgroup F byk , q
F rAq s F GrAq with Aq e F eG .k , q k k , q
 . q q qand apply Lemma 1 ii to GrA , with H s A G rA : it follows thatkq1
F G rF is nilpotent. First, consider the case e s 1. Thenk , q kq1 k , q k
 .  .  .g G s g G and so F contains g G becausec kq1 c q1 kq1 k , q c kq1k k k
F G rF is nilpotent. Sincek , q kq1 k , q
g G s g G s G , .  .c kq1 d kq1 kk k
the quotient AqG rAq is a subgroup of F rAq, and so is k-step nilpo-k k , q
tent, as required. Now, consider the case e ) 1. In order to obtain ak
contradiction, suppose that
F g G / F g G for i s c , c q 1, . . . , d . .  .k , q i kq1 k , q iq1 kq1 k k k
 .  .  .Clearly, F g G rF g G has finite exponent / 1 dividingk , q i kq1 k , q iq1 kq1
 4e . Hence for each i g c , c q 1, . . . , d , there exists a prime p g Pk k k k i k
<  .  . <which divides the index F g G : F g G . Since d s c qk , q i kq1 k , q iq1 kq1 k k
 . < < bkb y 1 P , there exists a prime p g P such that p dividesk k k
<  .  . <F g G : F g G . Let C denote the normal subgroup of Fk , q c kq1 k , q d q1 kq1 kk k
containing Aq such that CrAq is the centralizer of ArAq in F rAq. Notek
that C contains A and CrA is k-step nilpotent; since CrAq is a central
extension of ArAq by CrA, it is easy to see that CrAq also is k-step
 .nilpotent. Hence F contains C by Lemma 1 i . Moreover, we havek , q
clearly Ae F ; since F rA is k-step nilpotent, F contains F . Thusk , q k , q k k , q
we have the chain
Ce F g G e F g G e F . .  .k , q d q1 kq1 k , q c kq1 kk k
We can consider F rC as a subgroup of the group of automorphisms ofk
ArAq, of order
f q s q r  ry1.r2 q r y 1 q ry1 y 1 ??? q y 1 . .  .  . .
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bk <  .  . < bkSince p divides F g G : F g G , p divides all thek , q c kq1 k , q d q1 kq1k k
 .  .  a f  p..more f q . But q g Q and so, f q k 0 mod p , a contradiction since
 .  .  .b G a p . It follows that F g G s F g G for an integerk f k , q i kq1 k , q iq1 kq1
 4i g c , c q 1, . . . , d and hencek k k
F g G s F g G . .  .k , q d kq1 k , q d q1 kq1k k
 .Since F G rF is nilpotent, F contains g G s G . Hencek , q kq1 k , q k , q d kq1 kk
AqG rAq is a subgroup of F rAq, and so is k-step nilpotent, as required.k k , q
In particular, AqG rAq is nilpotent. Thus AG rA also is nilpotent.1 1
 .Denote by d an integer such that A contains g G . Clearly, the nilpotentd 1
class of AqG rAq is bounded by d q r y 1. In other words,1
g G s g g g ??? g G ??? .  . . / /dq r 1 dqr d d d /1 2 ny1
is included in Aq for each q g Q. Finally, since Q is infinite,
 4g g g ??? g G ??? s 1 . . / /dq r d d d /1 2 ny1
and so G is n-step nilpotent.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
For the proof of Theorem 2, we need a further lemma:
LEMMA 4. Let G be a finite group.
 .  .  .i If H is a normal subgroup of G containing F G and if HrF G is
nilpotent, then H is nilpotent;
 .  .  .ii If GrF G is n-step nilpotent n G 0 , then G is n-step nilpotent.
 . w xProof. i This first part is well known 3, 5.2.15 .
 .ii Consider a sequence of normal subgroups in G
F G s H e H e ??? e H s G . 0 1 n
 .with each quotient nilpotent. Since H rF G is nilpotent, it follows from1
 .i that H is nilpotent and so G is n-step nilpotent.1
Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly, it suffices to prove that if G is a polycyclic
 .group such that GrF G is n-step nilpotent, then G is n-step nilpotent.
 .Let G be such a group and let GrH be a finite quotient H eG . We
denote by F the subgroup of G such that
FrH s F GrH , with H e F eG. .
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 .Obviously, F contains F G ; thus GrF is n-step nilpotent. But we have
GrF , GrH r FrH s GrH rF GrH .  .  .  .
 .and so GrH is n-step nilpotent by Lemma 4 ii . Therefore, each finite
quotient of G is n-step nilpotent. It follows from Theorem 1 that G is
n-step nilpotent, as required.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
The following lemma is a weak form of Theorem 3:
 4LEMMA 5. Let c , c be elements of N j ` and let F be a finite normal1 2
subgroup of a polycyclic group G. If GrF and each finite quotient of G belong
to N N , then G belongs to N N .c c c c1 2 1 2
Proof of Lemma 5. It is well known that polycyclic groups are residually
finite; thus G contains a normal subgroup of finite index H such that
 4 X XH l F s 1 . Since GrH belongs to N N , there exist integers d , d suchc c 1 21 2X  .X Xthat GrH belongs to N N with d s c if c g N i s 1, 2 . In the samed d i i i1 2
way, there exist integers dY, dY such that GrF belongs to N Y N Y with1 2 d d1 2Y  .  X Y .d s c if c g N i s 1, 2 . Put d s max d , d . Clearly, GrH and GrFi i i i i i
belong to the variety N N . Thus G is in N N and so in N N .d d d d c c1 2 1 2 1 2
Proof of Theorem 3. As we have seen, the result is true for c s c s `1 2
or c , c g N. So it remains to treat two cases.1 2
Case c s `, c g N. For convenience, put c s c in this case. We1 2 2
 .argue by induction on the Hirsch length h G of G. The result being trivial
 .  .  .if h G s 0, suppose that h G ) 0. If g G is finite, the result followscq1
 .  .from Lemma 5, with F s g G . Now suppose that g G is infinite.cq1 cq1
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can consider a non-trivial torsion-free
r  .abelian normal subgroup A , Z of g G . In fact, it is easy to see thatcq1
 .A may be chosen characteristic in g G and so normal in G. Let q be acq1
 .  .  q.  .prime. Notice the inequalities h GrA - h G and h GrA - h G . By
induction, GrA belongs to the class N N ; hence there exists an integer d` c
  .. qsuch that g g G is included in A. In the same way, GrA belongs tod cq1
  .. qthe class N N . Clearly, this implies that g g G is included in A` c dqr cq1
 .   ..  4for each prime q and so g g G s 1 , as required.dq r cq1
Case c g N, c s `. In this case, put c s c. We proceed again by1 2 1
 .  .induction on h G . Suppose h G ) 0. By Theorem 1, there exists an
 .integer d such that g G is nilpotent. Moreover, taking d sufficientlyd
large, we may assume that each quotient
g G rg G i G d .  .  .i iq1
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 .  .has finite exponent e see Lemma 2 and that g G has a minimald
 .nilpotency class. If g G is finite, Lemma 5 shows that G belongs to N Nd c `
 .and the proof is finished. So suppose that g G is infinite. It is well knownd
that the center of an infinite finitely generated nilpotent group is infinite.
 .  .  .Therefore, if Z denotes the center of g G , we have h GrZ - h G .d
Thus, by induction, GrZ belongs to N N . In other words, there exists anc `
 .integer d9 such that Zg G rZ is nilpotent of class at most c; moreover,d9
 .without loss of generality, we can assume that d9 G d. Since Zg G is ad9
 .central extension of Z by Zg G rZ, this group is nilpotent of class atd9
 .most c q 1. Thus the nilpotency class of g G also is at most c q 1. Butd9
 .g G is chosen with a minimal nilpotency class, so this class is bounded byd
c q 1.
 .Notice that the torsion subgroup of g G is finite. Therefore, in orderd
 .to prove that G belongs to N N , we can assume that g G is torsion-freec ` d
thanks to Lemma 5. Consider a prime q which does not divide the
 .  .  .  q.  .exponent e of g G rg G i G d . Since h GrZ - h G , it follows byi iq1
induction that GrZq is in N N . So, there exists an integer d0 such thatc `
q  . qZ g G rZ is nilpotent of class at most c; besides, we can choosed0
 .  .d0 G d. The group g G rg G is finite and its exponent divides a powerd d0
 . q  .of e. Therefore, q and the exponent e9 of g G rZ g G are coprime.d d0
 . e9 e9Let x , . . . , x be elements of g G . We have x , . . . , x in1 cq1 d 1 cq1
q  . w e9 e9 x qZ g G ; hence the commutator x , . . . , x lies in Z . Using the factd0 1 cq1
 .that g G is nilpotent of class at most c q 1, it is easy to show the relationd
cq 1e9e9 e9 w xx , . . . , x s x , . . . , x ,1 cq1 1 cq1
w xeX cq1 q  .hence x , . . . , x lies in Z . Since g G is torsion-free, so is each1 cq1 d
 .upper central factor. It follows that g G rZ is torsion-free; thusd
w xeX cq1 w x w xqx , . . . , x g Z implies x , . . . , x g Z and so x , . . . , x g1 cq1 1 cq1 1 cq1
q w xeX cq1 qZ . But x , . . . , x g Z and q and e9 are coprime, so1 cq1
w x qx , . . . , x g Z . This holds for each prime q which does not divide e,1 cq1
w x  .hence x , . . . , x s 1. In other words, g G is nilpotent of class at1 cq1 d
most c, as required.
5. EXAMPLES
The following examples are due to the referee. Example A proves that a
finitely generated soluble group in which all finite quotients are 2-step
nilpotent need not be 2-step nilpotent. Example B shows that even in the
class of finitely generated 2-step nilpotent groups, a group in which all
finite quotients are in N N is not necessarily in N N .1 1 1 1
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EXAMPLE A. Let D be a direct product of countably many groups Q ,i
indexed by the integers, which are all torsion free divisible locally cyclic,
and choose in every factor Q an element x / 1. Let A be a directi i
 :product of countably many infinite cyclic groups C s y again indexedi i
by the integers. Further choose a one-to-one mapping t of the integers
onto the set P of all primes. We form the split extension F of D by A
with the ruling yy1 x y s xt  jyi.. Finally, we extend F by an infinite cyclici j i j
 : y1 y1group z putting z x z s x , z y z s y ; denote by G this group.i iq1 i iq1
 :A straightforward computation shows that G s x , y , z . Moreover, it is1 1
 .  .not hard to see that F G s D and F G s F; hence G is of nilpotent1 2
length 3. But since subgroups of finite index of G contain D, all finite
quotients are of nilpotent length at most 2.
w xEXAMPLE B. Let Z 1r2 be the ring of rationnel numbers with 2-power
denominator. Denote by L the set of all upper unitriangular 3 = 3-matrices
w xwhose entries are in Z 1r2 and consider also the subgroup D generated
by the 3 = 3-diagonal matrix d with entries 1, 2, 1. Define E i, j si, j
.1, 2, 3 to be the matrix with 1 in the ith row and jth column and 0
elsewhere. It is easily seen that D normalizes L and that the center
 .Z LD of LD consists of all unitriangular matrices of the form 1 q aE1, 3
 w x.  .  .a g Z 1r2 ; in fact, we have Z LD s Z L s L9. In particular, the
subgroup U generated by the matrix 1 q E is a normal subgroup of LD.1, 3
Since L9rU is divisible, all subgroups of LDrU of finite index contain
L9rU. Therefore, all finite quotient groups of LDrU belong to N N . On1 1
the other hand, LDrU is not metabelian but belongs to the class N N .2 1
Finally, LDrU is finitely generated, namely by the images of d, 1 q E ,1, 2
and 1 q E .2, 3
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